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One of the pitfalls in spoken dialogue systems is the brittleness of automatic speech recognition
(ASR). ASR systems often misrecognize user input and they are unreliable when it comes to
judging their own performance. Recognition failures and deficient confidence estimation affect
the performance of a dialogue system as a whole and the impression it makes on a user. Humans
outperform ASR systems on most tasks related to speech understanding. One of the reasons is
that humans make use of much more knowledge. For example humans appear to take a variety of
knowledge-based aspects of the current dialogue into account when processing speech. The main
purpose of this thesis is to investigate whether speech recognition also can benefit from the use
of higher level knowledge sources and dialogue context when used in spoken dialogue systems.

One of the major contributions of this thesis is to provide more insight into what type of
knowledge sources in spoken dialogue systems would be potential contributors to the task of ASR
and how such knowledge can be represented computationally. In the framework of information
state based dialogue management we have an important source of semantic and pragmatic knowl-
edge represented in the information state. We will investigate if the knowledge in the information
state can help to alleviate the search problem and reliability estimation in speech recognition.
We call this knowledge and context aware approach to speech recognition information state based
speech recognition.

The first part of this thesis investigates approaches to obtaining better initial language models
more rapidly for spoken dialogue systems and ways of dynamically selecting the most appropriate
models based on the dialogue context.

The second part of this thesis concerns the use of the speech recognition output and investi-
gates how additional knowledge sources can enhance a dialogue system’s decision-making on how
to proceed and make use of speech recognition hypotheses.

The thesis presents several experimental studies addressing the issues described above and
proposes an integration of the explored techniques into the GoDiS dialogue system.
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